
Natalie Simpson/ from CAMP SET UP DONE 

Let's finalize this camp set up done and finalized. Butt cans out side pods? Each 

contractor will still be responsible for their own business. Wide loads have long 

tops; watch for them when trucks are turning, they will be starting to buck logs and 

stack for the mill. 

Finish fencing / 

Muster signs 

We never did see any of these through, write it down & leave. 



Dishwasher's hands are chafing. Water on the floor. The next thing we will have 

someone slipping and cracking his/ her head. 

Sawmill services: Saw, sort, pile. Bundle. Possibly load. 

Sandwiches problem has been rectified. Everyone seems happy. 

96 



Will bore this site. 

- Stringing pipe. 

Surveying in piles. Will be marking power line heights. 
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Incident with impaired worker dealt with. All rooms have been rekeyed, and 

mastered to the same master key. Hockey rink; we will see. Water truck on 

minimums, handful of rock truck drivers out, and cat skinners. 
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Propane leaks? Cleaner and bleach. So far no smoke smell or haze. Had a dirt lump 

jump up and break a window on a backhoe. Ends were loose on forks. One flu and 

one swelling of big toe, boots maybe too small. 
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Plant water shack water is handled by them. 

Day by day. 

Saw mill site is out of bounds. No blankets for the tanks. Pumps or pump parts for 

the potable water car. 

All heavy loads have the right away. 
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Calcium chloride rash. Cut and pinched finger. Bump on the foot from a log. 
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Skid the skids with propane tanks out and rack at the land farm across from the saw 

mill. Report that Tom skidded people for dope. Norm will handle it has been done. 

Had a man go to medic with chest pains; this is non-work-related as he is taking 

medicine for his esophagus. 
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Two damaged mirrors. 

Medic leaving this morning clicked mirrors with a Halliburton toolhand. 

Tomorrow's meeting will be a tailgate at the camp yard if the weather is the same. 

If it is too cold, Fred's pen does not work and does not own a pencil. 

We have had 

seven workers dismissed for booze 

1 for drugs 

1 for being a pig and smoking in his room 
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Tails are crowding main road. There are some concerns with the midnight lunches. 

Could be a better selection of food and hot drinks, also utensils would be 

appreciated. Some personnel do not know what clean shaven means, not to include 

the moustache. 
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Jason was in last night asking for a shack or maybe grouping together. 

Canadian electrical code states that grounding clamps may be of brass, copper, or 

brass. 

Truckers to use bush road courtesy when meeting each other. Mills are going at a 

full tilt. 
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Sawdust in the eye. Infected right thumb. Everything is the same as yesterday. 
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